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ABSTRACT

Due to the Bose condensation,a dens i ty -osc i l l a t ion - l ike intermediate

s ta te i s present in the Belyaev self -energies and a p a r t i c l e - l i k e intermediate

s ta te appears in the polar izat ion part* By means of exact continuity

equations and a generalized Ward ident i ty derived for these intermediate

s t a t e s , t h e i r proper t ies are invest igated. A low-frequenoy, long-vavelength

pole i s found "both in the self -energies and in the polar izat ion p a r t . The

relevance of these r e su l t s from the point of view of.current mioroscopio

theor ies of the superfluid Bose system i s indicated.
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I . INTRODUCTION

In a recent work [1] var ious suggestions have been put forward

concerning the dynamics of a condensed Bose system, espec ia l ly the

"behaviour of the phonon "branch and the c r i t i o a l mode around the phase

t r a n s i t i o n p o i n t . I t was recognized tha t the temperature cont inui ty of the

dynamical behaviour around T requ i res the existence of a pole in the

Belyaev se l f - ene rg ies close t o the phonon pole and the existence of a pole

in the polarization part close to the critical mode . At first sight,

these requirements may seem totally absurd because "both the phonon and the

critioal mode are known to be common poles of the one-particle Green

function G and the density autocorrelation function %AA below T 'j

therefore the above assumptions imply the existence of a pole in a quantity

X(k, w) close to the solution of the equation X(k,6>) - 0 , where X may

stand either for the denominator of the one-partiole Green funotion or for

the generalized dielectrio function. Moreover, i t proved necessary to

assume that the distance between the pole and the zero of X vanishes in

the limit T -* T -0 . The solution of this apparent contradiction is

provided by the faot that the residuum of the pole goes to zero in the limit

T ~* T -0 . As to the origin of these singularities, i t was related to the

presence of a particle-like intermediate state in the polarization part and

a density-oscillation-like intermediate state in the self-energies (see

below). Because at T these intermediate states go over into the one-

particle Green function and the density autocorrelation funotion, respectively,

the assumption about the singularities may, in fact, appear quite reasonable.

In addition, the picture suggested in [1] can provide a mechanism to make

the phonon spectrum disappear from G and the critical mode disappear from

%AA a"t ^ • That the one-particle and collective Bpectra must be

separated from each other at the critical point is perfectly clear from the

fact that their coincidence below T rests solely on the existence of the

condensate [7 - 9 ] • At the same time, one must ensure the stability of the

phonon branch aoross T , which is an experimental fact [ 2 ] that s t i l l

needsjjmore serious theoretical explanation than just RPA arguments [10 - 12, 1 ]„

The propositions in [ 1] provide a key.to the problem and also explain the

reason for the failure of a number of theories [e.g. 13 - 15] predicting

the collapse of the one-particle spectrum at T , in sharp contradiction

to the experiment.
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As we can see, the scheme suggested in [1] yields a consistent

picture of the dynamics of the superfluid phase transition. In i t s present

form, however, i t suffers from the deficiency of being based on unproved

assumptions. The purpose of the present paper is to provide exact

arguments to support the ideas in [ 1 ] • The main assumptions there

ooncern the existence and the nature of the poles in the self-energies

and in the polarization part. In the present note on the basis of

continuity equations and generalized Ward identities we are able to show

that the pole of the self-energies (the one which was conjectured to go

over into the phonon at T ) is gapless and starts with a linear

dispersion. As to the pole of the polarization part (believed to be

related to the critioal mode), i t is shown to be gapless by a similar

technique. The generalized Ward identity does not give any information

about the character of the mode.

The material is organized as follows. In Sec.II we briefly

recapitulate the structural analysis of the self-energies and of the

polarization part performed in earlier works [8, 9» ll and show up the

intermediate states with the properties of which we shall be concerned

throughout the rest of the paper. Sec,III oontains the new results:

continuity equations and a generalized Ward identity are derived here

directly for the intermediate states mentioned above. The properties of

these intermediate states can be easily read out from these exact statements*

Sec.IV is a short discussion, where the relevance of the results obtained is

treated from the point of view of current microsoopio theories of the

superfluid state.

I I . IM-EEMEHIATE STATES Iff THE SELF-ENERGIES AED IN THE

POLARIZATION PART

For eas ie r reference we reproduce here some of the r e su l t s of the

analysis performed in [ 8, 9, 1] . The d e t a i l s are to be found in the

references just quoted. For a general reference on the f ie ld- theore t io

formulation of the many-boson problem, see e . g . [17] •
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The Belyaev self-energies can be decomposed as shown in Fig . l .
The corresponding algebraic equation is

V i

Here 51 is the proper part of H , that i s , the one that cannot "be
split into two with respect to i t s external lines by outting a single
interaction l ine . (In what follows we apply the notation A to the
proper part of any quantity A . ) /\*S a r e (P r oP e r) scalar two—point
vertices. Their appearance is a direct consequence of the Bose
condensation. V. is the THe - Tie interaction . €* ' will be
defined below.

The decomposition of the polarization part is shown in Fig.2.
Algebraically,

) ^ ?4 Z? A * f? o
+ A G A ( 2 * 2

(The convention of summing over repeated spinor indices is applied every-
where in the paper.) Here XjiT is the particle-irreducible contribution:
i t cannot be cut into two by outting a single-particle l ine . G^ is the
proper part of the Green function; i t is defined in terms of the proper
self-energies in the same way as G is in terms of the full self-energies:

GQ is the free-particle Green function.
(r)

Let us return now to the definition of £ v J t it is given in
A* r \

terms of the irreduoible polarization part %// in the same way as the
dielectric funotion <£ is given in terms of the full polarisation part:

€ - 1 " V k ^ 4 4 ( 2 * 5 )

e ( r ) - l - V k % ^ . (2.6)
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E<i.(2.l) and Fig.l show that an intermediate state with the

propagator V,/£> ' is present in the self-energies, Eq..(2.2), and Pig.2

show the appearance of a partiole-like intermediate state G in the

polarization part.

In what follows we shall deal with the properties of these

intermediate states. The investigation will be guided by the following
rJ (r)

tentative interpretation attached to G and £K ' : in liq.uid helium in

its condensed phase, one-particle motions and density oscillations are

directly coupled due to the existence of the condensate which aots as a

particle reservoir. G looks something like a one-particle propagator

from which the direot contribution of the density oscillations has been

removed. Similarly, V, / <̂.v ' seems to be a density osoillation

propagator (a screened or renormalized potential) from which the direot

condensate contributions have been separated again. These two "particles",

G and V. / 6V ' ; are coupled to each other in two different ways. A

"5 "particle" can emit a V, / e "phonon" as shown in Fig.3a, or can be

transformed into it through the anomalous vertex A. (Pig.3b).

All the other scalar vertices and propagators of the theory can be
"" / frl CS *"

built up of G , VjV €* ' , and the two vertices V and A, . In

particular, it is easy to show [1] that the true Green function G^ can

be written as

where M̂ . is the anomalous self-energy contribution

(Fig.l and Eq.(2.l) )

r6 -6 „ M<S

(2.7)

As for the true effective potential V. /^ , it is expressed in

terms of e » 0 , and A as

Vk

i ^ (2.8)
3« \
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Eq.s.(2.7) and (2.8) obviously have the structure of the Dyson -

Belyaev equations with ViVe as the re normalized potential, % as a

renormalized particle line and -with an unusually simple coupling between

them shown in Pig.3b. A. plays the role of a k,w and temperature-

dependant coupling constant.

Note also the strong similarity to the Bogolubov scheme: taking,

in fact, the simplest possible approximation for the quantities appearing

in E<is.(2.7) and (2.8): •

^ , 0

where NQ is the oondensate density, one easily reoovers the Bogolubov

approximation.

Due to the extremely simple character of the ooupling in the

Dyson-Belyaev Eq.s.(2.7) and (2.8)?it is easy to demonstrate that the pole

structures of G and V /̂fe coincide. The proof can be found in

[8, 9» 1 ] and will not be reproduced here.

According to the above interpretation, i t can be expected that the

propagator G bears some of the characteristic features of the true
(r J

one-particle Green function G , and that the behaviour of £ is

reminiscent, to some extent, of that of the full dielectric function £

More explicitly, G is expected to be related to the fluctuations of the

Bose field (the order parameter in our system) and &S ' to those of the

density. In the true G and £ these two fluctuations are mixed through

the anomalous coupling A, , so the behaviour of these propagators is"

more complicated than that of G and £N y . But G and 0 must

exhibit similar behaviour as fasr as the order parameter motion is concerned

and £ and

oscillations.

eh

and £ and g} ' must be similar from the point of view of the density

is immediately obvious is that, at and above T ., G H.G and

— £KT) a ^ -fcO -the vanishing of the anomalous coupling.
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III. CONTINUITY EQUATIONS AND THE WARD IDENTITY

In this section we shall have to deal with various veotor and

tensor quantities. In order not to complicate the notation with new
• ' L

veotor dummy indices, we ohoose a co-ordinate system with i t s z-axis

parallel to the momentum k . In this co-ordinate system - due to t h e "

isotropy of the physical system in question - a l l the 3-veotors V̂

depending on the single veotor k must "be of the form V » (0, 0, V,)

and al l the 3-tensors depending on the single veotor 1c must be diagonal

and have enqual transverse elements T^ =» Tg2 • Sometimes i t will "be

oonvenient to use four-notations, in which case the fourth component of a

vector is understood to be a scalar, and the tensor components T. . ,

i • 1, 2, 3, 4 , form a 4-veotor.

Let us now turn to our continuity equations. The Fourier transform

of the oontinuity equation one can write down for the density-order

parameter correlation function yields

4
Here A^ i s the full anomalous soalar vertex ( i t s proper part has already

3appeared in the previous section), /[ is the corresponding veotor

vertex. As an immediate consequence of (3 . l ) one obtains the Ward

identity:

M 4 j j / 2 z : £ ) (3.2)

.1
and a similar equation for A • , i « 3,4 • (Note that the invariance under

time reversal implies

Aj(ktfc) - A*(kfu) - /\y-k,-W) , i - 3,4 .)

G, • -p— - u (the mass of the particles was set equal to unity) and ît is

the chemical potential.

(3 . l ) and (3.2) were derived f i r s t by de Pasquale, Jona-Lasinio

and Tabet [16 ] , who used (3.2) to prove the Hugenholtz-Pines theorem (H-P),

This same identity was later applied by de Pasquale and Tombesi [ 18 ] to give

a microscopic derivation of Josephson's sum rule [19] •



¥e are interested in the properties of G so we must express (3.1)

and (3.2) in terms of proper quantities, for this purpose we need some

known properties of the current-current and current-density correlation

functions. These are listed in the Appendix; the reader interested in

details is referred to the original paper [ 9] .

ByEq.(A.l) the left-hand side of (3.2) is written as

- w i l . «A*-k/\3 + itSM-$&hlfaAi C3.J)

where /(/Vi and. A ^ are the proper and irreducible parts of the

density-density and the current-density correlation functions* respectively.

Making use of (A.3), th& continuity Eq.(A.6) can be written as:

j o ^ - o . . (3.4)

By (3.1) this simplifies to give
. .1

A* - A-A) • o . (3.5)

(A.2) and (A.5) permit us to take i t s proper part to obtain

(this i s the step that cannot "be taken direotly in (3.2) ), (3*3) and

(3.6) combine to give

- kAj - «A J - k/'J « N^/2(M^ - M; ) (3.7)

where use has been made of the definition of the improper self-energies

M,Sj Eq,,(2.7). Separating the improper parts on the right-hand side of

(3.2) and comparing the result with (3.7)» one arrives at the Ward

identity:

It is of exactly the same form as (3.2) , but with all the quantities

replaced by their proper parts in it. De Pasojiale and Tombesi have derived

a ¥ard identity closely related to (3.6) with the help of functional

derivative technique (see Eq..(33a) in [20]).
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On the basis of (3.8) it is trivial to show that the continuity

Eq,.(3.l) holds for the proper parts as veil, i.e.,

(3.8) and (3.9) are of underlying importance for us.

A glance at (3.9) shows that G cannot be regular for

k - CO- 0 , In fact, the H-P theorem - whioh is the usual basis for

asserting that the speotrum of G is gapless - is fulfilled by G as

well i

as oan be read out from (3.8) immediately. This has already been

observed in [21, 1]' .

We could also use (3.8) to prove that Josephson's sum rule is

fulfilled by 0 in exactly the same manner as de Fasquale and Tombesi did it

for the oase of G applying the original form of the Ward identity (3.2) .

Instead of repeating the proof, however, we simply take it for granted in

the formi

Jtin (ot(k,O) - G~(k,O) - -

2N
- - o (P is the superfluid density)

p k

and observe that for W - 0; G* - G~ - G* - G~, due to the time-reversal

properties of /L . So, we may write

k - 0 + + p k2

Josephson's sum rule is one of the most characteristic features of

the one-partiole Green function in the condensed Bose system. I t expresses

the singular oharaoter of the fluctuations of the phase of the order

parameter (the singularity in the momentum distribution). We think the faot

that G exactly fulfills this sum rule lends remarkable support to the

interpretation attached to G in the previous seotion, namely that i t must

be that part of the order-parameter correlation function from whioh the

- 9 -



direct density oscillation contributions have been removed. The density

oscillations are not expected to influence the oharaoter of the

fluctuations of the order-parameter phase. (This is not true for the

fluctuations of the magnitude of the order-parameter described by

Now we proceed to investigate the properties of the density-

/
f r )6V ' . By a t r i ck due ;*o Ma,

Gould and Wong [21] the continuity Eq.(A.9) can be used to calculate the
long-wavelength part of the densi ty-osoil lat ion speotrum. Let us
multiply (A.9) by Vk :

cozvkx44 - k2vk(ir+X3 3) t (3.io)

The characteristic frequenoy tok is defined by the equationt

- 1 - V j^Ck .O - 0

Taking the identity (3.10) at

«J -k2Vv(N +jL,(k,tt.)) . ., (3.11)

If the potential is regular around k » 0, and ^w-i(kfCk) is wall behaved
for k ~* 0, the resulting spectrum is of the phonon character. As pointed
out in [21] t the advantage over other methods of using (3.11) to

2
calculate the sound velocity rests on the fact that the additional q
faotor (q is an internal momentum) present in %•%-> makes the integrals .
better behaved in the limit k -̂ >0 . "We shall utilize a similar method

(r)to investigate the spectrum of £ V ' .

By means of (A.4) ; Bq.(A.9) can be given the more explicit form*

Substituting (3.9) into the laBt two terms on the right-hand side,one ends

up with the identity1

. A * tf$ -™i/2ai - Ap - ™J/2(A; -xp .
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Invoking the time-revsreal properties of the vertices A 4 again, one can

see that (/\ - A~) , i - 3,4 are odd in k and &> , BO all the terms
2 2

in (3.12) are of the order of k , tok , 61 for small k and £j ,

provided they are regular. The -regularity assumption may he less oruoial

here than otherwise, hecause %\-i and / \ . are proper and irreducible at

the same time, with no intermediate states in them. Multiplying (3.12) "by

V̂  , we can see that the solution of the equation

is determined by

(3.13)

According to what has ;}ust been said,- this spectrum is linear for a

potential regular around k - 0 . This is in line with the interpretation
(T)we attached to £v , regarding i t , roughly speaking, as the dielectrio

function for the off-condensate particles. It may turn out that the more

correct interpretation would be to regard i t as the dielectrio function for

the normal component of the liquid (see the considerations at the end of

the next section).

To give a l i t t l e example to show how Eq.(3.13) works, we reproduce

here one of the results of an RPA model calculation [12, 1] . Let us take

the lowest-order approximation for the right-hand side of (3.13) . Then

ftk-J is to be replaced by the regular part of the longitudinal current-

current correlation function of the ideal gas %\-i and the anomalous

vertices by their bare expressions

A t - A : 2

4 4

f. ~ _ 1/2 k
A + =. _ A - * N ' —

3 3 0 2

The condition for EPA to be consistent is that the system is dense

enough compared to the range of the potential. In this case the inequality

(ISt - HQ) V- » LT oan be fulfilled above a certain temperature lying in the
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condensation r eg ion . I t i s easy to see t ha t fo r th.es© temperatures -•-*''

X^° r r ' ( k » c ' k ) « i r where o»2 - (K - JTQ) VQ ~s\Q . In th i s way we are

allowed to drop XX,'-P ' in (3.13) to obtain in the low k limit

We note that in this same approximation the spectrum of £ is [10 - 12, l ]

2 2 2
- ok

- the sound velocity is independent of temperature. One must observe that

the correction to the well-known Bogolubov expression w i ' - JT-VJc

comes from the contribution of €rx' *

IV. DISCUSSION

As we have seen, the proper part of the Green funotion shares a

number of important properties with G : i t i s singular around the origin

of the k,u) plane and fu l f i l l s the Hugenholtz-Pines theorem and Josephson's

sum ru le . What a l l th is means i s a pole in the polarization function. As

to the intermediate state in the self-energies, i t was shown to have a pole

with a linear dispersion for small k i , Tne existence of a l inear

spectrum in 6V J was, in fact , recently verified in a EPA model calculation

[12, 1] (see the l i t t l e example at the end of the last sect ion). Later,

Griffin and Cheung even generalized the idea and suggested the possibi l i ty of

having a pole in the self-energies [ 22 ] . They interpreted i t on the basis

of hydrodynamioal arguments as second sound. Though the conoept of having

a pole in the self-energies also played a significant role in our soheme

suggested in [l],we disagree with i t s second sound interpretat ion. As a

matter of fact , the HPA version of the mode does not look anything like a

second sound; i t i s a stable l inear spectrum that goes smoothly over into

the sound-like solution provided by the model above T . But RPA

arguments should not be taken seriously around a phase transition point.

As to the hydrodynamical evidence for the character of the mode, one should

observe that the expressions given by the two-fluid hydrodynamics for the
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order-parameter correlation function cannot be solved for the self-energies

without a great deal of arbitrariness, so the deduction is inconclusive .

On the other hand, beyond the realm of hydrodynamics one is allowed to use

continuity arguments around the critical point. For high enough

frequencies and momenta (as compared to the low critical frequency and the

vanishing inverse coherence length, respectively) 6 must continuously

go over into the full dielectric function of the system when crossing the>

phase transition point. On an equal footing, the solution of ^ T ^ - 0

must join the stable phonon branch smoothly whenever i ts wavelength is

small enough compared to the coherence length. So we may conclude that i t

is certainly reasonable to relate the poles in the self-energies to the

phonon branch. The significance of these singularities from the point of

view of our scheme has already been discussed at length in Sec.II; here

we shall make some remarks on the possible cause of failure of a number of

theories predicting the collapse of the phonon branch at T . The pole
. c

in the self-energies obviously has a definite relevance in this respect.

All the theories based on a finite number of self-energy graphs, e.g.[13, 14]

(self-consistent or not) evidently fail to take into account the contribution

of this pole, because an infinite number of irreducible polarization bubbles
/ (T)

are summed up in V, /<£v J . According to the above suggestions this pole

gets closer and closer to the expected phonon solution as the temperature

approaches the critical point, so the discrepancy between the actual sound

velocity and that ooming from the finite order approximation has to be

growing until at the critical point the whole contribution is lost . As a

matter of fact, these finite-order theories all predict a sound velocity
l/2

vanishing, as a rule, like Nn' around T . Note that EPA, however

primitive i t may be, has succeeded in overcoming this difficulty because i t

sums up an infinite series of bubble graphs in the self-energies.

One can essentially repeat the above reasoning to explain the

difficulties with theories based on the k,io expansions of the self-energies

[l5 3 • As the distance between the actual solution and the pole of the

self-energy goes to zero the radius of convergence of the k,U> expansion

also shrinks to zero. As a result, the sound velocity obtainable from the
l/2

expansion vanishes like p ' . Let us observe that the same method when
s

applied at zero temperature led Gavoret and Nozieres to excellent results [5 1

It seemed to be a puzzle why i t was forbidden to apply their technique at

finite temperatures. The presence of the pole in the self-energies going

to the expected characteristic frequency offers a reasonable solution to

-13-



the problem. Moreover, just from the behaviour of the k,to expansion

solution one can draw some conclusions about the behaviour of the pole in .

the self-energies and conjecture that a contribution of the order of p

(the normal fluid density) comes from the pole to the square of the sound

velocity, while the contribution p given by the k,fo expansion is due

to the residuum of the pole in the self-energies. The sum of the two would

then make up the observed sound velocity, whioh is roughly constant up to

and well beyond the temperature of the Bose condensation.
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-APEEBDIX

We list here a number of known formulas [ 9 1 for easier reference.

The derivation is straightforward on the basis of the graphical

expressions (Pigs.4»5)»

The proper decomposition of the vertices A 1 iB given in Fig.4.

The oorresponding algebraic equation is

For i - 4 this simplifies to yield

We need both forms in the t e x t .

The current-current correlation function can be decomposed as

shorn in Fig.5*

+ A
i y G ^ / 1 i , i ,d - 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . " . (A.3)

The oorresponding proper equation i s

( T)The proper decomposition of the irreduoible part of %•* i s

Finally, one can easily be convinced that the well-known continuity
equations

is the particle density) hold for the proper parts, too:

X44- ^ 3 3 - A (A.9)
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FOOTNOTES

1) A remark on terminology i s needed. The e x c i t a t i o n we r e f e r to

here as phonon i s understood t o be the long-wavelength pa r t of the

density oscillation speotrura, i . e . , f i r s t sound in the macroscopio

regime and the nearly linear low-momentum part of the well-known

neutron speotrum [2 ] . We assume that the spectrum smoothly

interpolates over1the appreciable range beyond the reach of the

hypersonic measurements but below that of the neutron scattering,.

By cr i t ica l mode we mean, as usual, second sound as far as

hydrodynamios is concerned and the hypothetical higher momentum

continuation of the mode, which was suggested to be a relaxation

mode of the Bose field [3, 4 ] •

2) The question of the coincidence of the pole structure of G and

%AM is of secondary • importance for us at the moment, so we

only, stress here that what we mean is a complete coincidence of

the two spectra extending to a l l k s and GJ'S and to a l l

temperatures below T . The statement was proved by Gavoret and
c

Kozieres for the special case T = 0 , k,£0 -*0 [5] • For

finite T and macroscopic k,tos , i t was shown to be a consequence

of two-fluid hydrodynamics [6, 7l . In [ 7 ] the significance of the

general statement for quasiparticle phenomenology was alsodiscussed in detail and Y** was shown to have all the poles of G

for any k and to . To complete the proof one must show that the

reverse statement is true as well, i . e . , that G also has all the

poles of t\AA • This was done on the basis of the dielectric

formulation of the many-boson problem in [8, 9 1 .

3) The approximation investigated in Ref. [14] leads, in addition to the

collapse of the excitation branch at T , to an unphysioal gap in

the one-particle speotrum. The origin of this gap was traced back

to the violation of exact conservation laws, see the analysis in

[ 7] and [16] .

4) The commonly used THe - THe potentials do not possess a Fourier

transform due to their highly singular behaviour around the origin.

The difficulty is art if icial , however, because we know nothing about

the behaviour of the interaction for short distances, and the

potential is not defined around the origin at a l l . The point is that

the He atoms cannot be regarded as structureless bosons if the

- 1 7 -



distance bet-ween them is much less than the diameter of the eleotron

cloud. One would not believe, anyvay, that the details of the very

short-range behaviour oT the potential would heavily affect the

long-wavelength properties of the speotrum, so one is certainly

allowed to modify the strongly singular potentials so as to obtain

a Fourier-analysable one, but s t i l l preserving the behaviour in those

regions where i t is reliably known. How to eliminate the

arbitrariness resulting from this replacement is a different problemi

the question must be solved by using scattering amplitudes instead

of the bare potential. For general considerations like those in this

paper,one can always assume that the interparticle potential has a

well-defined Fourier transform,

5) The author is grateful to P. Szepfalusy for bringing this point

to his attention.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.l

Proper decomposition of the self-energies. A density-fluotuation-

like intermediate state (or effective potential) is present in

the anomalous contribution.

Fig.2

Decomposition of the polarization part into a "regular"

(irreducible) and a "singular" (reducible) contribution. The

singular term contains a particle-like intermediate state.

a) Formal process; The S* "particle" emits a "phonon".

b) Anomalous processi The "particle" transforms into a "phonon".

Proper decomposition of the anomalous v e r t i c e s .

Fig.5

Decomposition of the current-current correlation function into a

"regular" (irreducible) and a "singular" (reduoible) contribution.
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